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surprise. We found that Alabama’s public school system
was suffering from a growing sense of disconnect. Students
lack confidence in their teachers and principals, while some
administrators struggle to focus on student achievement.

Unfortunately, we found that the more isolated an
administrator feels the more their attitudes seep into the
schools they lead. We wanted to know, is this happening

anywhere else? So we decided to do a nationwide study to
see if our school observations were isolated to the Deep

South. In short, the results were eye-opening. I will briefly
outline the methods and findings, but you can read the

entire paper here. Methods We first surveyed 3,069 middle
and high school principals. We specifically asked about the

characteristics of their school’s CSAs (Curriculum &
Standards Advisory Committees). These CSAs are made up

of community members and make up the administrative
policy-making body at a school. We also asked the

principals to rate how disengaged they felt in terms of
“taking care of my school and students”, and how

connected they felt to
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owner Arthur Blank laid out his plan for the offensive line.
And what a plan it is. It’s a complete and total overhaul.

Blank bought the team for $200 million and has now
invested close to $250 million. It is easy to see the love
Blank has for the team. But it is also easy to see he is

growing tired of the way things are, and he is ready for a
change. Atlanta’s offensive line issues Since the start of the

2010 season, the Atlanta Falcons have relied on a mish-
mash of offensive linemen. The double-headed monster of
Joe Hawley and Mike Taylor played in all but two games.
Over the past three seasons, the team has replaced two

starting left tackles. The rookie, Jake Matthews, has yet to
play. The veteran, Taylor, has become more and more of a
liability and has been phased out of the lineup as of late. In
the meantime, the Falcons have decided to fire both head
coaches. A new offensive line coach and a new offensive

line. And this new offensive line won’t be playing the same
kind of offense. Signs of a new offensive line Hawley is

gone. He and Taylor split time at left tackle, but Hawley was
considered the more consistent of the two. His replacement,
Taylor, is gone too. He will be moving on to the Indianapolis
Colts, and it is a perfect fit. Taylor has been terrible since
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the Falcons switched to the zone-blocking style of offense.
The Falcons signed Smith and Ballard to serve as the

starting tackles, but they are also gone. They each signed
with the Philadelphia Eagles, and Ballard is looking to

revitalize his career. The Eagles couldn’t wait to trade him
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